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MANIFOLDS THAT FAIL TO BE CO-DIMENSION 2 FIBRATORS
NECESSARILY COVER THEMSELVES
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Abstract

Let N be a closed s-Hopfiann-manifold with residually finite, torsion free³1.N/ and finite H1.N/.
Suppose that either³k.N/ is finitely generated for allk ≥ 2, or³k.N/ ∼= 0 for 1< k < n − 1, orn ≤ 4.
We show that ifN fails to be a co-dimension 2 fibrator, thenN cyclically covers itself, up to homotopy
type.
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1. Introduction

The advantage of approximate fibration is that on one hand there exists an exact
homotopy sequence but on the other hand there are more such approximate fibrations
available. (See [3, 4, 5] for the definition and usefulness of approximate fibrations.)

To detect approximate fibrations, Daverman introduced the concept of co-dimen-
sion 2 fibrator as follows [7].

A closedn-manifoldNn is aco-dimension2fibrator (respectively, aco-dimension2
orientable fibrator) if, wheneverp : M → B is a proper map from an arbitrary
(respectively, orientable).n+2/-manifoldM to a 2-manifoldB such that eachp−1.b/
is shape equivalent toN, thenp : M → B is an approximate fibration.

All closed s-Hopfian manifolds with either trivial fundamental group or Hopfian
fundamental group and nonzero Euler characteristic or hyper-Hopfian fundamental
group are known to be co-dimension 2 fibrators [7, 6, 16, 19, 18].
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For the sake of simplicity, we say that a closed manifoldN satisfies(CP) if
N cyclically covers itself nontrivially, up to homotopy type, and say that a closed
manifold N is .F/ if N fails to be a co-dimension 2 fibrator. Not only the torus and
the Klein bottle but alsoS1-bundles satisfy(CP).

It is well known [7, Theorem 4.2] that if a closed manifoldN satisfies(CP), then
N is .F/. What can we say about the converse? Recently, Daverman [9] proves
that the converse is not true in general, by showing thatS3 × L.p;q/ fails to be a
co-dimension 2 fibrator but it cannot cover itself cyclically, whereL.p;q/ is a Lens
space.

It is natural to askwhen the converse is true. A continuation of earlier investigations
launched on [17], this paper adds evidence for a claim that the converse is true for
many interesting manifolds. More precisely, we have the following

THEOREM. Suppose that a closed s-Hopfiann-manifold N with residually finite,
torsion free³1.N/ and finiteH1.N/ is (F). Then,N satisfies(CP), provided either

.1/ ³k.N/ is finitely generated for allk ≥ 2, or

.2/ ³k.N/ ∼= 0 for 1< k < n − 1, in particular, aspherical manifold, or

.3/ n ≤ 4.

2. Definitions and preliminaries

Throughout this paper, the symbols' and∼= denote a homotopy equivalence and
an isomorphism, respectively. All manifolds are understood to be finite dimensional,
connected and metric.

For a closed manifoldN, a proper mapp : M → B is N-like if each fiberp−1.b/
is shape equivalent toN. For simplicity, we shall assume that each fiberp−1.b/ in an
N-like map to be anAN Rhaving the homotopy type ofN.

Let N andN′ be (not necessarily closed)n-manifolds andf : N → N ′ be a map.
Denote thekth cohomology group ofN with G-coefficients and compact supports by
H k

C.N;G/. If both N andN′ are orientable, then thedegree of f is the nonnegative
integerd such that the induced endomorphismf ∗ : H n

C.N;Z/ ∼= Z → H n
C.N

′;Z/ ∼= Z

amounts to multiplication byd, up to sign. In general, thedegreemod 2of f is the
integerd ∈ {0;1} such that the induced endomorphismf ∗ : H n

C.N;Z2/ ∼= Z2 →
H n

C.N
′;Z2/ ∼= Z2 amounts to multiplication byd.

Suppose thatN is a closedn-manifold and a proper mapp : M → B is N-like. Let
G be the set of all fibers, that is,G = {p−1.b/ : b ∈ B}. PutC = {p.g/ ∈ B : g ∈ G
and there exist a neighbourhoodUg of g in M and a retractionRg : Ug → g such that
Rg | g′ : g′ → g is a degree one map for allg′ ∈ G in Ug}, andC′ = {p.g/ ∈ B : g ∈
G and there exist a neighbourhoodUg of g in M and a retractionRg : Ug → g such
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that Rg | g′ : g′ → g is a degree one mod 2 map for allg′ ∈ G in Ug}. Call C the
continuity set ofp andC′ the mod 2continuity set ofp. Coram and Duvall showed
[5] thatC andC′ are dense, open subsets ofB.

Call a closed manifoldN Hopfian if it is orientable and every degree one map
N → N which induces a³1-isomorphism is a homotopy equivalence. A closed
manifold N is s-Hopfianif N is Hopfian whenN is orientable andNH is Hopfian
when N is non-orientable, whereNH is the covering space ofN corresponding to
H = ⋂

i ∈ I {Hi : [³1.N/ : Hi ] = 2}. By Hall’s Theorem (for any finitely generated
groupG, the number of subgroups ofG having any fixed finite index is finite), the
index setI is finite, and soH has a finite index in³1.N/. All closed manifolds with
virtually nilpotent or finite fundamental group, all closed aspherical manifolds, and all
closedn-manifolds (n ≤ 4) are examples of s-Hopfian manifolds. Whether all closed
manifolds are s-Hopfian is related to the famous old problem of Hopf [14].

A group0 is said to beHopfian if every epimorphismf : 0 → 0 is necessarily
an isomorphism. A finitely presented group0 is said to behyper-Hopfianif every
homomorphismf : 0 → 0 with f .0/ normal and0= f .0/ cyclic is an isomorphism
(onto). A group0 is said to beresidually finiteif for any non-trivial elementx of 0
there is a homomorphismf from0 onto a finite groupK such thatf .x/ 6= 1K . It is
well known that every finitely generated residually finite group is Hopfian.

Given a group0, we use0′ to denote its commutator subgroup.

PROPOSITION2.1 ([15] or [10]). Let : 0 → 0 be an endomorphism of a finitely
generated, residually finite group0 with 0′ ⊂  .0/. Then there exists an integer
k ≥ 0 for which restricts to a monomorphism on k.0/. Moreover, if0=0′ is finite,
thenker is finite.

The next proposition is an easy consequence of the work of Epstein [13].

PROPOSITION2.2 ([2, Lemma 3.2]).Let M andN be manifolds andf : M → N a
proper map such thatf# : ³1.M/ → ³1.N/ is an isomorphism. Letq′ : N′ → N and
q′′ : M ′′ → M be coverings such thatq′′

#.³1.M ′′// = f −1.q#.³1.N′///. Suppose that
f ′ : M ′′ → N′ is a lifting of f ◦ q′′ with f ◦ q′′ = f ′ ◦ q′. Thendeg f = deg f′ ∈ Z2.
Moreover, ifM and N are orientable, thendeg f = deg f′ ∈ Z.

The following is basic for investigating co-dimension 2 fibrators.

LEMMA 2.3. Let N be a closed s-Hopfiann-manifold with Hopfian fundamental
group. If N is (F), then at least one of the following two cases occurs:

Case 1: There is anN-like proper mapp : Mn+2 → R
2 defined on an.n + 2/-

manifoldM which is an approximate fibration overR2 \ 0, but not an an approximate
fibration overR2, such thatp−1.0/ is a strong deformation retract ofp−1.R2/ ≡
.say/ L under a retractionR: L → p−1.0/.
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Case 2: There is anN-like proper mapp : Mn+2 → SHdefined on an.n+2/-manifold
M which is an approximate fibration overH, but not an an approximate fibration over
SH, such thatp−1.0/ is a strong deformation retract ofp−1.SH/ ≡ .say/ L under a
retraction R: L → p−1.0/ and for all a ∈ @H; R|p−1.a/ : p−1.a/ → p−1.0/ is a
homotopy equivalence, whereSH = {.x; y/ ∈ R2 | y ≥ 0},H = {.x; y/ ∈ R2 | y > 0}
and@H = {.x; y/ ∈ R2 | y = 0}.

In either case,.R|p−1.x//#.³1.p−1.x/// 6= ³1.p−1.0// for somex.6= 0/ ∈ R.

PROOF. If a closed s-Hopfiann-manifold N with Hopfian fundamental group is
(F), there is anN-like proper mapp : Mn+2 → B defined on an.n + 2/-manifoldM
which is not an approximate fibration. Hencep : Mn+2 → B is not an approximate
fibration atx for somex ∈ B. Herex ∈ C′ or x ∈ @B.

For the case ofx ∈ C′, applying [16, Theorem 3.1] and [7, Proposition 2.8], we
can localize the situation into Case 1. Applying [7, Proposition 2.8] for the case
of x ∈ @B, we can localize the situation into Case 2. In either case, the Hopfian
hypotheses onN and³1.N/ gives.R|p−1.x//#.³1.p−1.x/// 6= ³1.p−1.0// for some
x.6= 0/ ∈ R.

3. Proof of Main Theorem

Suppose that a closed s-Hopfiann-manifold N with residually finite, torsion free
³1.N/ and finiteH1.N/ is (F). By Lemma2.3, at least one of the two cases occurs.
Since the method of the proof of Case 2 is basically same as Case 1, we only prove
Case 1.

Put g = p−1.x/ and g0 = p−1.0/. Take the coveringÞ : LI → L ≡ p−1.R2/

corresponding to incl#.³1.g//. Take the coveringþ : LI H → L I corresponding to
H = ∩t{Ht ≤ ³1.L I / : [³1.L I / : Ht] = 2} and then take the universal covering
 : L̃ → L I H . Consider the following commutative diagram.

g̃
ĩncl−−−→ L̃

R̃−−−→ g̃0y |
y

y |

þ−1.g/
˜inclI−−−→ L I H

R̃I−−−→ gI Hyþ|
yþ

yþ|

g
inclI−−−→ L I

RI−−−→ Þ−1.g0/y=
yÞ

yÞ|

g
incl−−−→ L

R−−−→ g0:
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Here, inclI andRI are liftings of the inclusion map incl andR◦ q, respectively.g̃ and
g̃0 are the universal covering ofN.

First, we claim thatRI ◦ inclI induces a³1-isomorphism.
Sincep is an approximate fibration overR2 \0, there is a homotopy exact sequence

³1.g/ → ³1.p
−1.R2 \ 0// → ³1.R

2 \ 0/ ∼= Z → 1

showing³1.p−1.R2 \ 0//=incl#.³1.g// ∼= Z: Becauseg has the homotopy type of
a co-dimension 2 compactum fromL, the inclusionp−1.R2 \ 0/ → L induces an
epimorphism' of fundamental groups. It follows directly thatR#'incl.³1.g// is a
normal subgroup of³1.g0/ having cyclic cokernel. Hence, incl#.³1.g// contains the
commutator subgroup³1.L/′ of ³1.L/. Since³1.L/ ∼= ³1.g0/ ∼= ³1.g/ ∼= ³1.N/ is
residually finite and³1.N/=³1.N/′ ∼= H1.N/ is finite, by Proposition2.1, ker.incl#/
is finite. But since³1.g/ is torsion free, ker.incl#/ should be trivial, that is, incl# :
³1.g/ → ³1.L/ is a monomorphism. Consequently,.inclI /# : ³1.g/ → ³1.L I / is an
isomorphism, forq# ◦ .inclI /# = incl# andq# is a monomorphism.

Since there is no upper semicontinuous decomposition of an orientable.n + 2/-
manifold consisting entirely of nonorientablen-manifolds [7, Proposition 2.9], the
orientability of L I H implies the orientability ofþ−1.g/. So by [11, Lemma 5.5], the
index[³1.gI H / : .R̃I ◦ ĩncl I /#.³1.þ

−1.g///] equals to the degree of the mapR̃I ◦ ĩncl I .
Applying the fact [18, Lemma 3.2] thatRI ◦ inclI induces a³1-isomorphism if and
only if R̃I ◦ ĩnclI induces a³1-isomorphism, we see that the degree of the mapR̃I ◦ ĩnclI
must be one.

.1/ First assume that³k.N/ is finitely generated for allk ≥ 2.
By Proposition2.2, we have that the degree of the mapR̃◦ ĩncl is one. HencẽR◦ ĩncl
inducesH k

C-monomorphisms for allk. By the fact ofH k
C.X;G/ ∼= Hn−k.X;G/ [21,

page 388],R̃ ◦ ĩncl inducesHk-epimorphisms for allk. But since³k.N/ is finitely
generated for allk ≥ 2, Hk.g̃/ ∼= Hk.g̃0/ is a finitely generated Abelian group
[22, page 509] (and so it is Hopfian) so that.R̃ ◦ ĩncl/k : Hk.g̃/ → Hk.g̃0/ is an
isomorphism. Appealing to the Hurewicz Theorem, we see that³k.g̃/ → ³k.L̃/ is
an isomorphism for allk ≥ 2. Whitehead’s Theorem ensures that the composition
g → L I → Þ−1.g0/ is a homotopy equivalence. But sinceÞ| : Þ−1.g0/ → g0 is a
covering map,g0 ' N satisfies(CP).
.2/ Next, assume that³k.N/ ∼= 0 for 1< k < n − 1.
Recall the work of Swarup [23]: For a map f : A → B between closed oriented
n-manifolds with³1-isomorphism and³k.A/ = ³k.B/ = 0 for 1 < k < n − 1, f is a
homotopy equivalence if and only ifdeg f = 1.
Since the degree of the map̃RI ◦ ĩnclI is one, by the work of Swarup,̃RI ◦ ĩnclI is a
homotopy equivalence.
.3/ Finally, assume thatn ≤ 4.
The case ofn = 3 is a special case of (2).
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For the case ofn = 4, apply the following consequence of the work of Hausmann
[14]: For any degree one mapf : A4 → B4 between closed 4-manifolds with
³1-isomorphism,f is a homotopy equivalence.
Although Hausmann only proves the caseA = B, just mimicking his proof and using
the exact sequence of surgery with Poincar´e duality, one may deduce the statement
above.

4. Example and remarks

EXAMPLE ([12]). A closedn-manifoldN, n > 4, which fails to be a co-dimension 2
fibrator butH1.N/ ∼= Z2 ⊕ Z2 and every ∈ ³1.N/;  6= 1, has infinite order.

Apply Maunder’s construction [20] to obtain a finite aspherical 2-complexK such
that H1.K / ∼= Z2. Specify a PL embedding ofK in an.n + 1/-manifold Mn+1, and
let Sbe the boundary of a regular neighbourhood of the image. Let� be the mapping
cylinder of a 2-1 covering map2 : SS → S; here� is a (non-orientable) twisted
I -bundle overS. Form N by doubling� alongSS, its boundary.

A routine computation involving a Mayer-Vietoris sequence confirmsH1.N/ ∼=
Z2 ⊕ Z2. Note that³1.�/ ∼= ³1.S/ ∼= ³1.K /, from which it follows that³1.N/ ∼=
³1.�/∗³1.SS/³1.�/ is the fundamentalgroup of an aspherical finite complex and, hence,
no nontrivial element has finite order [1, Corollary VIII.2.5].

Such manifoldsN fail to be co-dimension 2 fibrators, due to the existence of a 2-1
covering mapN → N (see [7, Theorem 4.2]). For the most obvious 2-1 covering
SN → N, SN will consist of two copies�1, �2 of �, arising as the preimage of one
� in the target space,N, together with a 2-1 coveringS� of the other copy of� used
to form N. But hereS� is simplySS× [0;1], and SN = �1 ∪ .SS× [0;1]/ ∪ �2 with
attachments that revealSN ≈ N.

Note that for alli ≥ 2,³i .N × Sk/ (k ≥ 2) is finitely generated.

REMARK. The condition of torsion free³1.N/ cannot be omitted, sinceS3×L.p;q/
fails to be a co-dimension 2 fibrator ([9]) but it cannot cover itself cyclically, where
L.p;q/ is a Lens space.

On the other hand, the condition of finiteH1.N/ is also imperative, sinceN fails
to be a co-dimension 2 fibrator but it cannot cover itself cyclically, whereN is some
Nil 3-manifold (See [8]).
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